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A Flaked-Stone Industry from Mytilene:
A Preliminary Report
Panagiota AYGERINOU
ABSTRACT: Lesbos is the third biggest island in Greece. It is on the road, which leads from south to
Hellespontos and Thrace and dominates the entrance of Adrammytion gulf. In the valley of Thermi there
is the only systematically excavated and published settlememt of the Early Bronze Age on the island.
In 1996 in Mytilene, in trial pits in Hatzakis plot there was the first discovery of structures of the Early
Bronze Age. The site is close to Anatolia and is typical of this age, in a natural harbor with promontory in
the southeastern, which is today under water due to the higher level of the sea.
The excavation has already been completed in a small part of plot, so we know little about the distribution
of activities and the structures. It is obvious though there is no variety in typology, technology and on the
raw materials. Also there aren't any changes on pottery and on the buildings. The architectural remains are
dated back in the Early Bronze Age, an age already known from the setlement on Thermi I-III in Lesbos.
In the filling and on the floors of the biuldings were found many flint debitage products. It is about
specimens of raw material, cores, cortex removal products of the nodule of raw material, debris, and tools.
The presence of numeral cortical flakes, along with finished items, implies the full spectrum of flaking
activity and characterises the site as industry in a sense that in that site one or more skilled workmem
worked on raw material. The general impression from the data, up to the present time, is that the finds
from Hatzakis plot are by-products from the early stages of flint knapping without small by-products of
the final knapping.
The poor in typology and quantity pottery is explained by the fact there was special use of the site since no
food preparing was taking place nor were they staying there.
The small at length buildings and the filling only 20 metres from the seashore combined with the bad
quality of structures, (mainly when they are compared with the settlement in Thermi) defend the
hypothesis that we are outside a settlement or at least in the limits of a settlement, which has not been
revealed yet. We consider the purpose of this knapping activity was the production of flakes for exchange,
a procedure which relates with the study of raw materials and links with availability of flint in the
permanent settlements in and outside the island. The absence of obsidian within Thermi's settlement and in
Hatzaki's site, although obsidian is the basic raw material in the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age period, is
due to the maximum possible use of the local raw material as a means of making the useful implements of
every day life as well as for exchange.

Lesbos, the third largest island in Greece,
lies on the sea route leading from the south
towards the Hellespont and Thrace, and
dominates the entrance to the Adramyttenos
Gulf∗. The only systematically excavated and
published Bronze Age settlement on the island
is Thermi1 (Fig. 1).
Until recently, the only indications of
Bronze Age habitation in Mytilene were a few
∗

1

This project could not have been carried out without
the dedicated help of Ms. Moundrea Agrafioti, to
whom I owe a great dept. I would also like to thank
Mme. Aglaia Archontidou-Argyri, director of the XXth
Ephoreia of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, for
giving the permission to publish this material and Ms.
N. Pavlakelli, geologist, for her assistance with
geological topics. I also wish to thank Mr Asvestas for
his photographs and slides and Mr. Koumarelas for his
help in the survey of sites and quarries in Lesbos under
difficult circumstances.
Lamb 1936.

sherds found in rescue excavations of building
plots2, west of the Euripos, and also in the site,
where the new museum of the town is built3. In
1996, Early Bronze Age building remains were
uncovered in the area of Sourada, in trial
trenches on the Hatzakis plot4. The site, very
close to the Asia Minor coast, is typical of the
period, beside a natural harbour with a
promontory to the southeast, now partly
submerged due to a rise in sea level. During the
course of the rescue excavation, which is still in
progress, two poorly preserved retaining walls,
running towards the same direction and with the
same type of masonry, were discovered just
below the present soil surface. They date from
the mid-2nd century B.C.
2
3
4

ΑΔ 45 (1990) 1995, Χρονικά, 395-396.
ΑΔ 43 (1988) 1993, Χρονικά, 454.
Γεροντάκου & Αυγερινού 1997, 451.
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Below the Hellenistic level sections of
rooms of an Early Bronze Age building
appeared. These too are poorly preserved, only
the lowest foundation course, constructed of
local unworked stones and earth, surviving on
the bedrock. The floors, of which only patches
have survived, are laid with sea pebbles and it
has not been determined whether the largest one
belongs to an indoor or outdoor space.

Horn-shaped tubular lug handle at the
inverted rim similar to Thermi10 and from
Chios11.

Abutting the north face of wall 7 were
remains of a circular hearth, rimmed with clay
and covered with flat stones and tiles, of the
type known from other North Aegean Early
Bronze Age sites: Thermi, Troy and Emporio
(Fig. 2).

Incised ware (Photo. 3, 4): sherds of
vases with incised decoration of parallel lines
infilled with white paste, as was common at
Pottery from the excavation at
Thermi13.
Hatzakis plot in Mytilene suggest close
similarities with towns I-III at Thermi, because
of the similar shapes, especially the black ware
and pierced lug handles, which are comparable
to class A pottery at Thermi.

The pottery recovered from the fill is of
coarse reddish brown fabric (Munsell 7.5 YR
6/2, 6/4 light brown and 7.5 YR 3/2 dark
brown) and presents little variety of shapes and
types.
Coarse ware: the largest category. It
includes sherds that are unpainted, unburnished
and mottled due to uneven firing, belonging to
the category of jugs, cups and small legs of
tripod vessels (bowls).
Legs of tripod vessels5. Sherds of pithoi
with incised decoration of oblique parallel
lines6. Sherd of a perforated vessel7.
Burnished ware: of well-fired clay and
burnished on one or both faces, this category
includes mainly bowls of two types (Photo. 1,
2):
a) with carinated rim8.
b) with inverted rim. Most have lug
handles on the rim. Tubular lugs are common
already in Period VII (Middle Neolithic) at
Emporio, but they continue to be found as late
as period V-IV9,

Vertically pierced lug handles from
bowls. At Thermi, similar lugs appear in Class
A ware from Towns I-III12. These appear as
early as periods VII-VI at Emporio, but are
most common in period V-IV which is
contemporary with Troy I period.

Sherds used as rubbers:
Sherds from vases had worn edges and
appeared to have been used as rubbers. Typical
are those of the bottom of the handle or the lug
of a vase that was used as a handle of the
grinder14, while others are disc-shaped or
cylindrical (Photo. 5).
Evidence of the chipped-stone industry:
A large quantity of debitage products
from flint working was recovered from the fill
and floors of the building remains. These are
cortex removal products from the natural
nodules of raw material, and shaping out
products from forming the striking platform of
pieces to be used as cores.
To date 600 artifacts of a flint industry
have been found15 (Fig. 2). The material from
10
11

5

6
7
8

9

cf. Hood 1982, pl. 71 periods V-IV, pl. 84 period II, pl.
99 no. 2329 periods IV-II at Emporio. Lamb 1936, fig.
26 tripod cooking cups, pl. VIII no. 140, IX no. 26,
210, 440 Thermi I-III.
For similar decorated pithoi, see Tsountas 1908, 219–
222; Lamb 1936, fig. 35.
For similar vase see Hood 1982, pl. 30, pl. 53b periods
VII- VI, pl. 91 no. 1831 (baking pan, periods IX-VIII).
For common type see, Hood 1982, pl. 59, 60, 61
periods V- IV, pl. 81 no. 1461, 1463 period II. Lamb
1936, fig. 26 no. 1–4, pl. X no. 6, 186.
see Hood 1982, 205–209, fig.104–105, 106, 16–18.

12
13
14
15

Lamb 1936, fig. 28.
Hood 1982, fig. 106:18 from periods V-IV, pl. 81c
1807 period II, 44a no. 566 period VII, 45b no. 693
period VII, 70 no. 1021 period V-IV, 75a period V-IV,
83 no.1516a period II, pl. 94 no. 1923 period II, 96 no.
1977 period II; Lamb 1936, fig. 26 no. 5–8, fig. 27, pl.
XI.
Lamb 1936, 76, fig. 27, 3–4; Hood 1982 fig. 105: 25,
29, 106:31c-f, 32a, 158 no.764, 766.
Lamb 1936 78–79, pls. XIV-XVI; Hood 1982, 88b, 90
nos. 1718, 1720 period II, 419–420 periods V-IV.
Hood 1982, 33 no. 78, 634.
Flint is a sedimentary rock formed from the
concentration of silica in limestone masses. It appears
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the Hatzakis plot includes two different classes
of flint: a) section of amorphous siliceous
compounds (oxides) or silicified horizons
(blocks) that are contained in marly material,
and b) cobbles. The predominant colours are
brown, red and grey (Table 1).
Table 1:
Red
2,5 YR 2,5/3 very dusky red
2,5 YR 4/3–3/3 dusky red
Brown
10 YR 8/2 very pale brown
10 YR 5/3, 4/3 brown
10 YR 5/4, 5/6 yellowish brown
10 YR 3/4, 3/6 dark yellowish
brown
Gray
10 YR 7/1light gray
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rocks of the region’s natural geological
structure. Most of the material is highly
fractured, with numerous veins and inclusions,
making knapping a difficult task.
On the contrary, the cobbles do not come
from the immediate area, although their exact
provenance has not yet been determined. They
are of good quality, pale, translucent, finegrained flint with milky patina or cortex.
Table 2:
FLINT
Number Percentage %
7
1,16
Nodules
Cobbles
6
1
Cores
304
50,66
Cortical
Flakes
222
37
Debris
30
5
Plain flakes
30
5
Tools
600
99,82%
TOTAL

10 YR 6/1 gray
10YR 4/1 dark gray
In both cases the geological provenance
is from local sources (Fig. 3). These exist in the
Sourada area, in southeastern Mytilene, that
yield tabular forms thinly bedded in
limestone16. Indeed these can be seen
specifically in the composition of the ground in
the Hatzakis plot, below the archaeological fill.
We believe that the area was a primary source,
because the raw material is contained in the

16

in the form of nodules or blocks, the exterior of which
is covered by a characteristic cortex. Kardulias 1996,
421. «The difference between chert and flint is not
realy clear. Chert is usually considered to have a
coarser internal structure, to contain impurities, and to
exhibit flaws».
Πη-Piper 1978, Δ1; N. Pavlakeli (personal
communication); Moundrea-Agrafioti 1990, 392
«...Tabular flint also occurs in Bronze Age settlements
of mainland Greece (Van Horn 1976, 304), though we
do not know whether this material is macroscopically
comparable with that of the Cyclades. The limited yet
specialized use of tabular flint in the Aegean area
perhaps constitutes evidence of yet another raw
material circulating via exchange mechanisms, perhaps
similar to those operating for obsidian, for which
reason the locating of the geological source deposits is
of particular interest...».

Table 3:
Flint
Cortex
Other material
Total

349
67
11
427

81,7%
15,6%
2,57%
99,87

People needed stone tools to process a
wide range of materials (hide, bone, antler,
wood, shell) into usable items (clothing,
needles, hooks, arrow and spear shafts, beads,
etc.), to prepare food, (harvesting of cereal
grains, cutting substances such as meat and
hide).
Flintknapping is perhaps unique among
prehistoric technologies in providing substantial
evidence of the intermediate stages in the
production process17. The material recovered
from the excavation represents the following
stages in the knapping process (Table 2, 3, 4).
17

Kardulias 1996, 423 «...Whereas pyrotechnic
technologies
(mettalurgy,
pottery
production)
chemically alter or consume the constituent elements,
thus obliterating much of the evidence of the
manufacturing process, flintknapping leaves behind
substantial residue of the entire production
sequence...».
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Fig. 4d: Light brown opaque flint, polyhedral
shape with trapezoidal section, four remaining
scars (2,1x3,6x2 cm).

32
12
18

62

Total

Gray
Dark yellowish brown
Very pale brown
Yellowish brown
Dusky red
Other colors
Total

Opaque

Flint

Transparent

Table 4:

37
55
16
27
17
17
169

69
67
34
27
17
17
231

i) nodules/unformed blocks of raw
material: pieces of cobble, polyhedral pieces of
cortex and unformed pieces of flint. The most
common technique seems to have been direct
percussion with a hammerstone (Table 2).
ii)Cores: Six specimens were recovered.
These display negatives of the flakes that have
been removed over the surface and have been
prepared at the site by centripetal striking. They
have irregular polyhedral form with trapezoidal
or triangular section. These techniques and
concepts of knapping are completely different
from those known to date in the Aegean in this
period. Cortical reserved zones on almost all the
cores indicate that the nodules used were
small18 (Tables 2, 5, Fig. 4).
In the following accounts the dimensions
of pieces of flint and obsidian are given in
centimetres, with lentgh x width x thickness, in
that order unless otherwise stated.
Fig. 4a: Light gray semitransparent flint,
polyhedral shape with triangular section. There
are two removal scars around the body
(4,5x4,5x4 cm)
Fig. 4b: Dark brown flint, polyhedral shape and
trapezoidal section with retouch at proximal
part (4,5x3,7x1,8 cm).
Fig. 4c: Dark brown flint, polyhedral shape and
trapezoidal section (4,5x2,4x2,3 cm).

Fig. 4e: Light brown opaque flint, triangular
shape, trapezoidal section (3,3x3,5x2,3 cm).
Fig. 4f: Light brown opaque flint, cylindrical
shape, trapezoidal section (3,3x2,6x2,6 cm)
iii) cortical flakes19: Small flakes
(average length 3 cm) from the outside of the
raw material produced by removing the cortex
in order to expose the material for knapping.
There is cortex on the dorsal face, while the
flint is visible on the ventral face (Tables 2, 6).
iv) Debris20: Polymorphic pieces
produced when forming striking plattforms on
the core or when mistakes are made while
knapping flakes (Table 2).
v) Flakes21. The ventral face is basically
concave with convex or extended cone, while
the dorsal face is ridged. Flakes are favoured
for the manufacture of tools. They are of small
dimensions and thin and sometimes display
traces of use, the so-called tools senso latu, or
tools a posteriori, “blanks which were used
without any prior retouch of their active
sections”22 (Tables 2, 7).
vi) Tools, i.e. flakes with secondary
retouch (Table 2): Scrapers are represented by a
few examples and are fashioned on flakes with
retouch on the distal part and marked bulb of
the percussion (Table 8, Fig. 5).
Fig. 5a: Light grey opaque chert with cortex in
dorsal face, retouch on distal part (3,7x3x0,7
cm).
Fig. 5b: Brown opaque flint with cortex,
retouch on left edge (4,7x3x1,2 cm).
Fig. 5c: Whitish chert, retouch on rigth edge
(3,8x3,2x1,3 cm).
Fig. 5d: Mottled white flint with inclusions,
retouched or chipped from use on distal part
(4,5x3,9x1,5 cm).
19
20

18

Runnels 1985, 361; Αγραφιώτη 1992, 193; Inizan et al.
1992, 84; Αγραφιώτη 1997, 192.

21
22

Kardulias & Runnels, 79; Inizan et al. 1992, 84;
Kardulias 1996, 421.
Kardulias & Runnels, 78; Kardulias 1996, 421.
Inizan et al. 1992, 87. Kardulias 1996, 421.
Moundrea-Agrafioti, 1990, 402.
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Fig. 5e: Brown flint (4,7x3,5x0,5 cm).
Fig. 5f: Dusk red flint with cortex, retouch
around half the circumference (1,6x1,3x0,4
cm).
Fig. 5g: Dusk red flint, retouch on left distal
part(1,4x1x0,3 cm).
Fig. 5h: Light brown flint, retouch on distal
edge (2,4x1,9x0,6 cm).
Piercers: These include nine specimens
and are fashioned on flakes. Point formed on
one side or on the middle of the flake (Table 8,
Fig. 6).
Fig. 6a: Light grey semitransparent chert.
Retouch at rigth edge (2,7x3x1 cm).
Fig. 6b: Light grey semitransparent chert,
retouch on rigth edge (1,7x2,2x0,5 cm).
Fig. 6c: Light grey opaque flint, retouch on
right edge (3,9x3x0,9 cm)
Fig. 6d: Brown flint, use signs in the edge
(3x4,2x0,7 cm).
Fig. 6e: Brown
(3,3x2,5x0,7 cm).

semitransparent

flint

Fig. 6f: White semitransparent flint with cortex.
Signs of use around half the circumference
(4,7x2,5x1,7 cm).
Fig. 6g: White transparent flint with cortex
(2,7x2,6x0,7 cm).
Fig. 6h: Light gray semitransparent chert
(4,2x3,8x1cm).
Fig. 6i: Brown flint. Signs of use (4x2,7x1,7
cm).
Sickle elements (Photo. 6, 7): There are
five crescent-shaped denticulated flint sickle
elements on flakes. The flakes were
transformed by abrupt retouch of the back into a
singular and so far little known class of sickle
elements, which are open crescent shaped23.
Bernabo-Brea called these tools «orange
slices». All have been used on right edge and
have silica sheen.

industries, one of which although showing use
chipping, does not appear to have traces of
silica sheen (Table 8, Fig. 7).
Fig. 7a: Light grey semitransparent flint with
cortex, silica sheen on the cutting edge, crescent
shaped (3,3x1,5x0,7 cm).
Fig. 7b: Brown flint with cortex, crescent
shaped, silica sheen on the cutting edge
(2,3x1,6cm)
Fig. 7c: Light grey transparent with cortex,
denticulated and silica sheen on the cutting
edge (2,2x1,3x0,8 cm).
Fig. 7d: Light grey semitransparent flint, silica
sheen on the cutting edge, crescent shaped
(2,7x1,8x1,2 cm).
Fig. 7e: Greyish flint, cescent shaped,
denticulated on the cutting edge (2,9x1,4x0,7
cm).
Fig. 7f: Light grey semitransparent flint, broken
fragment from blade with triangular section, use
scars at left edge (4,3x1,3x0,7 cm).
Fig. 7g: White transparent flint, silica sheen
and use chipping on both edges.
Other than the sickle elements with gloss,
there is little direct evidence for the function of
the various tool types. Therefore, the precise
function of various tools is difficult to ascertain
except by comparison and ethnografic analogy.
The scrapers and retouched pieces could have
been used to work wood or hide, the blades for
cutting (e.g. butchering, shearing, harvesting
fruit, perhaps even shaving). The tools used for
piercing or incising are one of the most
numerous
categories
but
are
quite
problematic24.
Table 8:
Tools
Scrapers
Piercers
Sickle elements
Total tools
Total pieces

There is only two sickle elements on
blade, as is known from other Aegean
23

Αγραφιώτη 1997, 192.
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24

Kardulias 1996, 438.

No
8
9
7
24
600

% on 600 p.
1,33
1,53
1,16
4,02
100%
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Comparison with material from other
settlements in Aegean area.
The general image that emerges from
comparison of the tools from the Hatzakis plot
to those from the excavation in Thermi, some 6
km away, is that there are not essential
differences in material and technology. Many
flakes from the Hatzakis plot resemble scrapers
30.49, 32.17 and 31.35 from Thermi in terms of
shape, with denticulated or saw retouch on the
edges and the dorsal surface of the tool. There
are also similiarities to 30.69, mainly in the size
and the edged retouch25. Tool 447 from the
Hatzakis plot resembles the lunate sickle blade
31.48 from Thermi26 but the scrapers from the
Hatzakis plot are somewhat smaller and
certainly cruder in workmanship than those
from Thermi.
There are, however,
constraints on
drawing individual parallels because:
1) Thermi has not produced the quantities
of tools one would expect from a settlement of
its extent and longevity. As Table 9 shows, five
blades, one tip of a triangular blade, one sickle
blade and one hoe were recovered from town I;
two blades from town II; one scraper from town
II or III; four blades, one scraper and one sickle
from town IV and three blades from town V, as
well as a few unstratified flint artifacts from the
repository outside the defensive wall of the
town.

5
2
4
3
2
16

1

1

1

1
1

2
4

1
3

Total

1

Scrapers

Sickle blades

Town I
Town II
Town II or III
Town IV
Town V
Unstrutified
Total

Hoes

Thermi I-V

Blades

Table 9:

7
2
1
6
3
5
24

2) Most of the tools from Thermi are
blades (66,66%), with or without secondary
retouch, type that are hardly represented in the
material from the Hatzakis plot.
The chipped stone material from the
excavation in Agios Bartholomaeos cave
doesn’t resemble that from Hatzakis plot
collection. They were four blades from white
milky flint with signs of use, and one core
fragment from obsidian27. Until now, this kind
of flint is unknown to the other sites in Lesbos
and it would be interesting to know whether
these blades, or the material used for them,
were brought to Agios Bartolomaeos from
elsewhere or were of local origin. The deposit
from which they come was not stratified, but
had apparently been precipitated from some
other chamber at a higher level. The associated
pottery is principally Late Neolithic.
The chipped stone assemblage from
Emporio in Chios is also of poor quality veined
flint in the form of smalI nodules with a heavy
buff weathered matrix. Although the two
assemblages show no apparent major
differences in tool types and are probably single
industries, there is greater variety in tool types
in the Emporio collection than in the Hatzakis
plot. The sickle elements appear only sparcely
in all periods. A slightly larger number appear
in levels of IX-V than before or afterwards.
Totally 14 flint sickle elements were found;
among those 11 are blades and three crescentshaped with silica sheen on one or both edges
and resemble ours28. The blade-like flakes
(totally 13 pieces), eg. irregular pieces
sometimes with no apparent use, are of a type
common in the Mytilene assemblage.
In the chipped stone assemblage from the
Upper cave at Ayio Gala there are only a few
implements but the awl Fig. 305, no 15 and the
side scraper Fig. 305, no 19 are tools which
were in evidence in the material from Mytilene.
It is remarkable that none sickle element was
found. In contrast to this, 3 sickle blades on
typical blade mid-segments were found in the

27
25
26

see Lamb 1936, 179, fig, 52.
Lamb 1936, pl. XXVI no. 9, 180.

28

The core thought to be obsidian, but there was no
chance to confirm whether indeed it was obsidian.
Hood 1981, 700–705, fig. 303 no. 8.
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Lower Cave at Ayio Gala29 but none crescentshaped like ours from Mytilene.
The most striking contrast between the
Mytilene’s and Chios’ collections is that in the
Chios assemblages there are obsidian pieces. In
Emporio there are relatively few (from a total
of some 612 pieces 512 made from flint and
100 from obsidian, about 1:10), most of them of
small dimensions, some no more than
microlithic slivers. In the Upper Cave at Ayio
Gala the proportion of obsidian to flint is to
about 1:5 (95 pieces of worked flint and 9 of
obsidian) and in the Lower Cave 1:23 (164
pieces of flint and 7 pieces of obsidian).
The chipped stone material from the
excavation in Mytilene resemble that from
Poliochni collection. The chipped-stone
industry at Poliochni is also based eminently on
cherts available on the island itself, as well as in
the immediate geological environment, like the
cherts in the assemblage from the Hatzakis plot
in Mytilene (there are also fine-grained flints
from the wider geographical area of the
Poliochni and obsidian from the Cyclades in a
small percentage (8,3%). It appears to be almost
exclusively orientated towards harvesting
activities and producing sickle elements (58,4%
of the tools are sickle elements)30. The type of
crescent-shaped sickle elements on flakes is
also encountered at Poliochni (it is most
ubiquitous in the Blue period). They are made
of local cherts and are not produced in the
settlement but in the nearby areas or sites31.
The abundance of flint on the island of
Lesbos is further confirmed by the tools
collected from known prehistoric sites, some of
which are examples of an excellent lithic
industry32.
In a 15 m² area, just above the torrent bed
between Kofinas and Vlitsi in Eressos, about
120–150 chert flakes and worked fragments
were encountered. The stone varied in colour
from dark red to orange-brown, and from
29
30
31

32

Hood 1981, 710, 712.
Αγραφιώτη 1997, 182-184.
Bernabò-Brea 1964, tav. CV 16–27, 29 periodo azzuro,
CXC 2–9 periodi verde e rosso; Bernabò-Brea 1976,
tav. CCLXIV 4–8 periodo giallo.
Sites with EBA material are analyzed in a study by P.
Aygerinou (forthcoming).
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yellow to translucent pink. There were some
very large pieces of chert, weighting several
pounds. This must have been a chert-working
location, rather than a habitation site. A second
site of very similar nature was found a little
more than 100 m to the south, where about 40
pieces of chert, including flakes and cores, were
found. The Vlitsi Slope sites could not be dated
accurately since nothing of assessment value
was found. They may well be EBA stone
working sites, but this suggestion is based
solely on the similar occurrence of chert flakes
on Prof. Elias and Hole Hill on the other side of
the Kofinas Ridge33. In the same area several
other places had high concentrations of chert
flakes or indeed very large chunks of chert,
where quarrying and knapping may have taken
place34.
At cape Pochi, on the west side of the
Lapsarna bay, flint is found on the surface in
primary state, on account of the nearby flint
quarry which had enormous reserves according
to prehistoric standards. It is a heavy scatter of
the all stages of the knapping process and can
also be found some implements which are
examples of a high quality flint and technology
(Photo. 8, 9). Quarrying was not restricted to
the basic source of the stone but extended into
the broader region. The quarry was surrounded
by a habitation site where the exploitation of
flint was probably supplementary to the main
stock-raising economy35. The site is probably of
the Early Bronze Age, with possibly Late
Neolithic origins (Photo. 10), according to the
sherds, most of which are plain and coarse. The
substantial remains of sherds and other finds
suggest close similarities to Thermi.
At hill Tsifos, on the east site of
Lapsarna bay, there are remains of another
EBA settlement. Here one can find stone walls
which are associated to pottery and debitage
scattered over a large area. The pottery suggest
close similarities to Thermi, such as the pierced

33
34

35

A more detailed study of the lithic technology may
provide a firmer basis for dating.
Schaus 1996, 58, reported the material as chert, see
note 16. Similar kinds of sites are found commonly in
the southern Argolid survey (Jameson et al. 1994, 349)
and on Keos (Cherry et al. 1991, 193).
Γεροντάκου & Αυγερινού 1996, 455.
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lug handles and the small bosses found on some
of the sherds.
In Chalikas hill near Agra there are
quantities of flint debitage and quarrying was
restricted to the source of the stone without any
associated pottery. However, on the natural
terrace on the Aetos hill, next to Chalikas, there
are remains of stone walls which are associated
with sherds of handmade pottery, chipped
stone, pounders and millstones. The open,
relative saddle area offered comfortable living
space to a restricted number of families in the
Early Bronze Age period.
Other flint quarries have been recorded36
at various places on the island, but it is not yet
possible to date precisely the large amount of
surface material, because no pottery was found.
The flaked stone from these sites forms a
corpus of data that can provide substantial
information about human occupation on
Lesbos. The first impression from this material
is that there was quarrying over a very long
period, from prehistoric times till the recent
past, when flint dougenia were used in
threshing-sledges.
The advent of metallurgy did not lead to
the abandonment of lithic technologies, as
commonly believed37. There have been reports
that the Bronze Age tradition of obsidian blade
and bladelet manufacture in Greece counrtyside
has also passed into the Dark Age and even the
subsequent Geometric period38. Artifacts of
obsidian and flint have also been found on
surface of other sites that otherwise have no
evidence of occupation earlier than the Archaic
or later Classical periods39.
36
37
38
39

Κουμαρέλας 1996.
Kardulias 1996, 442; Runnels 1982, 363–364; Ford et
al. 1984, 157–170.
Runnels 1982, 363–364.
Runnels 1982, 365. The chert flakes were perhaps used
for the ancient threshing sledge, or tribulum. The
tribulum has been traced in ancient references from the
9th century B.C. to the first century A.C. It consisted
of a large wooden plank whose underside was set with
hundreds of chert flakes or blades. The plank was
drawn over grain and pulses in order to thresh them by
the cutting action of the stone teeth. The tribulum, or
other agricultural tools using flaked-stones parts, may
bridge the gap from the obsidian blade technology of
the Bronze Age and the chert-blade technology of
modern times.

In recent times the use of glass scrapers,
gun flints, and strike-a lights has demonstrated
that one or more stone-working traditions have
been current in Greece possibly as early as the
Medieval period40.
It is important to note that the close
resemblance of the lithic assemblage from
Mytilene to that of other sites in Lesbos, is the
lack of the obsidian. Schaus also reports:
«Although a couple of tiny stone fragments
were similar in appearance to obsidian, no
certain fragments of this material could be
identified in the walking survey. In fact, it is
remarkable that no obsidian was found at all,
either on Prof. Elias, or on Hole Hill»41. The
same absence of obsidian was noted at Thermi
by W. Lamb42 .
The extreme scarcity of the obsidian in
the North of the Aegean area has been reported
by Renfrew, too: «Indeed in west Anatolia,
obsidian is very rarely found in prehistoric
contexts -there are only 17 pieces from Troy,
and 10 from other sites. Not a single fragment
has been found in the excavations at
Beycesultan or at Iasos or the numerous sites
known from surface indications. The islands of
the eastern Aegean, particularly the more
northerly ones, present a similar picture. Only a
single piece was found during the excavations
at Thermi in Lesbos, which is itself sufficient
ground for doubting the existence of a source
on the island, and obsidian was also scarce at
Poliochni in Lemnos»43. Until now the only
obsidian tools in lithic assemblage from Lesbos
have been recently collected from the surface
material from Skepastos hill, near ancient
Arisba, in the Kalloni valley.
This scarcity of obsidian at Lesbos, even
though obsidian was the basic raw material in
the Neolithic and the Early Bronze Age44, is
40

41
42
43
44

Runnels 1982, 371; Kardulias 1996, 433 «...The last
widespread use of local chert was for tinder-flints.
Various informants in the region have indicated that
these rudimentary devices were fairly common up to
the 1940s. Once a stone was no longer usable for this
purpose, it was simply thrown away and another one
selected from the numerous fragments in the fields...».
Schaus 1996, 67.
Lamb 1928-1929, 46.
Renfrew, Cann & Dixon 1965, 226.
Kardulias & Runnels 1995, 77.
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due to the maximum possible exploitation of
local raw material for manufacturing objects for
domestic use, as well as a surplus for exchange.
In this case the lack of obsidian can be seen as a
«least cost» strategy. Although doing nothing
seems to be a passive behavior, it is actually an
active responce. This model of human behavior
based on rational decision-making suggests that
people act generally to increase benefits and
minimize costs in any actions they undertake.
A proposed innovation may be rejected since its
perceived benefits are few and the cost of
acceptance is high. In other words, as one
moves away from the source of raw material
(obsidian) its price goes up making the use of
other materials (local flint) an economical
alternative45.
It is clear from this preliminary work that
there are two striking contrasts between the
collections from southern Greece and the
collection from Mytilene: a) the lack of blades
in flaked stones in Mytilene even though very
good flint blades, produced by pressure-flaking
or percussion, are known from this period in
southeastern Peloponnesos46.
b) The predominance of obsidian in the
southern Greece flaked stone47 material and the
absence of this material in the assemblage from
Mytilene.
The most remarkable resemblance
between the two lithic assemblanges are the
lunate denticulated tools. These occur in the
chipped stone industries of the Argolid. The
average dimensions are the same as those of the
tools from the Hatzakis plot, approximately
2,50 x 1 cm. The material from which the
denticulated tranchets in the Argolid were
manufactured is of interest; 39 of 40 specimens
are of flint, despite the fact that 80% of a large
sample of plain flakes from this region are of
obsidian48.
«All sickle elements and denticulates
from Agios Stefanos are made on large chert
flakes or thick wide blades. Sickle elements are
45
46
47

48

Kardulias 1996, 441.
Runnels 1985, fig. 7a, b, c, e, fig. 13, 388.
Kardulias 1996, tbl. 2, 427. Southern Argolid Survey
lithics by material, 65% are from obsidian. At Agios
Stefanos 90,9 % are from obsidian.
Runnels 1985, 370, 386-391.
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distinguished from denticulates by the presence
of silica gloss on the former. The morphology
of the denticulates suggests that these
implements were probably also hafted and
served in harvesting crops, but the lack of gloss
precludes a definite categorization. Although
obsidian dominates the lithic assemblange, its
brittle nature makes it somewhat less durable
when used for sickling and reaping than
chert»49.
Also the 41 «denticulated tranchets» Van
Horn identified at five Argolid sites may also
be sickle elements like those from the Hatzakis
collection50.
We surmise that a tradition of flaked
stone production was certainly established in
the Aegean by the Bronze Age, but individual
artisans had to make choises concerning the
precise technique of manufacture. The
differences in types and material among some
of the sites represented, reflect geographical,
and perhaps also chronological, variation within
a regional style in stone tool production.
In the southeastern Peloponnese knappers
chose to work obsidian almost exclusively,
once the supply became more regular, at least
for coastal sites. Distance to the source had
outweighed advantages of obsidian (ease of
knapping, sharp edges, availability of large
chunks) until other activities took people to
Melos on a regular basis. Efficiency in this case
is measured as production time, when a
superior material has become available. Despite
its availability, local chert in many parts of
southern Greece is highly fractured and is
difficult to knap.
The raw material of the stone industry at
Cyclades is almost exclusively obsidian coming
from Melos. Flint represents a very small
proportion of the chipped-stone material.
Sickles are the only tools at Akrotiri
manufactured from flint and produced by a
different technical chain than that operating for
obsidian: the natural, thin flint tablets are not
reduced, but knapped with bifacial retouch in
order to remove the cortex covering the edges.
49
50

Kardulias 1996, 432.
Van Horn 1977, 386-393.
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Two morphological varieties of sickles may be
distinguished, probably due to the different
initial morphology of the flint tablet: broad
trapezoidal elements and narrow elongated
elements. The six sickles at Akrotiri display
marked techno-morphological similarity with
those from Phylakopi, Ayia Irini on Kea as well
as Troy VI. These artifacts attest a form of
composite sickle completely different from that
of the Neolithic, consisting of regular narrow
flint blades set adjacent to one another. The
change in concept of the complex sickle
appeared in mainland Greece towards the end
of the Early Bronze Age, when the first broad
denticulated
flint
flake
elements
are
encountered, and continued in Middle and Late
Helladic times. In the Cyclades corresponding
denticulated elements seem to have appeared
during the Middle Cycladic period and
constitute the few chipped stone artifacts which
are a clear chronological indicator: at Phylakopi
they appear in the Middle Cycladic layer but are
particularly numerous in the Late Cycladic I
phase. All the sickles at Akrotiri are from Late
Cycladic I contexts51.
To sum up, we conclude in that in the
wider Aegean region the distinction between
sites where the chipped-stone tools are in large
proportion of obsidian and sites where the
chipped stone tools are mainly of flint,
constitutes the basic criterion for differentiating
the chipped-stone industries and characterizes
decisively the technical-economic profile of the
chipped-stone industry at each site52.
The economy and managment of the raw
materials from Mytilene is associated with
cherts and flints available on the island itself,
and indeed in the immediate geological
environment, or have been procured from the
wider geographical area of the settlement.
Consequently, it matches to the general picture
we have for Bronze Age tools; the most
important resemblance between the range of
tools of Mainland and the Aegean Islands, is the
presence of sickle elements on crescent-shaped
flakes.

51
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Moundrea-Agrafioti 1990, 401, fig. 3 no. 11, 12, 13.
Μουνδρέα & Αγραφιώτη 1997, 191.

The chipped stone assemblage from the
Hatzakis plot it seems that there must have been
little leeway in the choice of materials as the
most material is of local poor quality, veined
flint. These stones were knapped by direct or
indirect percussion techniques, aimed at
producing flakes, which were used as tools after
simple retouch.
The general impression is that even when
the tools have been retouched they do not
present a complet form, making it difficult to
categorize them with confindence into well
known tool types. Very often the distinction
between flake and tool is vague, because many
flakes could well have been used also as tools
without further retouch, for reasons of economy
of material and time. It is also difficult to
distinguish whether these are flakes or rejects
due to error or poor quality material, since in
many cases the attempted retouch has caused
fracture of a section of the flake and has
rendered it useless.
Evidently, the lithic assemblage in
Mytilene is much too small to suggest the
presence of full-time knappers at the site. The
level of skill demonstrated suggests technical
expertise but we gather that the flaked stone
was produced by part-time specialists53.
Ground stone tools
The presence of a relatively large number
of sea pebbles in their natural state or with
small removals is also noteworthy. Ninety-two
pebbles were found in all, 28 of which are
considered to have been small hammerstones,
40 perhaps being used as tools, 16 having small
removals on the periphery, 4 being debris of
debitage and 4 being large pieces from cobbles.
26 were found in the space between walls T3
and T12 (Table 10,11).
types.
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The polished stone tools belong to known
They
are
manufactured
from

Kardulias 1996, 439 «...As Evans has noted,
specialized production requires that «these specialists
cannot participate in some or all of the basic
community subsistence activities and must obtain part
or all of their subsistence goods through exhange for
their craft products... Torrence suggest two key traits
must exist when there is specialization:1) restricted
access to sources of raw materials, and 2) technological
efficiency in production...».
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8485 (Photo. 12). Grey stone (9,3 x 5,7 x
4,2 cm). The end of the body, which retains the
natural shape of the pebble, has been chipped
and flakes have been removed in order to create
special depressions for the thumb and the index
finger, to ensure the tool’s stability while
striking a blow. Although morphologically it
alludes to the earliest type of cutting tool, the
chopper55, in our case has been transformed into
a basic tool for direct percussion56.
18482 (Photo. 13). Half of a pierced
hammer axe. Grey stone with veins
(7,5x3,5x3,2 cm). The section of the blade is
preserved. Perforated for hafting with a
cylindrical hole exactly on its axis57.
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Tools

Uncertain use

Removals on
the periphery

Debris

Pieces from
cobles

Total

Table 10:

28

40

16

4

4

92

Torrence 1986, 182, 185–186, fig. 43a-d.
Κουρτέση Φιλιππάκη 1996, 29; Μουνδρέα-Αγραφιώτη
1996, 21, σχ. 2.
Kourtesi-Filippaki 1996, 29; Moundrea-Agrafioti 1996,
21 fig. 2; Kardulias and Runnels 1995, fig 72, 407, fig.
84, 419 chopping tool.
Μουνδρέα - Αγραφιώτη 1992, 174-176. For similar see
Tsountas 1908, pl. 41 no. 10, 11, 319–321; Lamb 1936,
182, fig. 53, 54; Bernabò-Brea 1964, tav. CII (periodo
azzuro, fase evoluta), tav. CLXXXIII, 1–8 (Periodi
verde e rosso); Bernabò-Brea 1976, tav. CCLX, 1–5
(periodo gialo).

Rubber

Mortar

Hammer-axes

Unknown use

Total

18480a,b (Photo. 11). Hammerstones of
various sizes of natural ellipsoidal or spherical
pebbles bear traces of percussion at different
points on their surface. Percussion tools that are
associated with the extraction and preliminary
working of obsidian were found in the Melos
quarries. These are pebbles that were brought
from the seashore below the quarry and were
used in their natural state or were shaped
quickly and roughly by percussion in the
quarry54.

Table 11:
Hammerstone

metamorphic rocks of microgranular or
schistose texture (microdiorites, serpentines,
schistoserpentines).
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12

8

2

2

4

28

18484 (Photo. 14). Polished stone tool;
uknown use.
Polishers of irregular triangular shape
with flat upper and lower surface, curved sides
and all the ends blunted from use.
Mortar: only two sections were found.
Parallels:
Early Bronze Age workshop sites, as far
as the exploitation of raw material are only
known for the production of obsidian blades. In
these cases is concerned, the raw material was
imported and the cores and tools were of a
typical form.
A site where blades were produced by
obsidian core by pressure flaking is located at
Aghios Petros on the island of Halonnesos58.
At the western edge of the site of
Phylakopi on Melos59 cores and a large quantity
of obsidian chips were visible on the surface, in
an area of about 100 square meters, which
Mackenzie considered them to be debris from a
workshop for obsidian blade production. The
particularly low proportion of debitage products
with cortex on the exterior, the lack of
unmodified nodules and of cores with cortex, as
well as the appearance of chips, indicate the
working of pre-formed cores. All stages of
blade production are represented, the
preparation of new striking platforms and
broken cores. The area is dated before
Phylakopi city II. The absence of buildings in
the vicinity suggests that the obsidian had been
intentionally dumped outside the confines of
the settlement. Furthermore, the obsidian waste
does not appear to have accumulated within a
workshop especially built for that purpose;
knappers could, however, have worked
outdoors.
58
59

Μουνδρέα-Αγραφιώτη 1992, 196; Θεοχάρης 1970,
271-279; Θεοχάρης 1971, 291-300.
Torrence 1986, 147–150.
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Since one room at the Early Bronze Age
site of Aghios Kosmas60 contained a large
quantity of obsidian, Mylonas suggested that it
was a specialist’s workshop.
Other Early Bronze Age workshops have
been claimed to have been situated at two of the
palatial sites in Crete. In both cases large
quantities of obsidian debris were uncovered in
rooms in a part of the site adjacent to the main
palace structure which is of a later date.
The workshop at Malia, dated in the
Prepalace period according to the associated
pottery, was found in the corner of a small oval
room about 3 to 4 square metres of space. The
types of by-products indicate that all stages of
core preparation and blade production, from
initially unmodified obsidian nodules, took
place here. However, the quantity of material
does not justify the term «workshop» in the
sense of a structure used frequently for
producing stone tools for consumers. It would
be more appropriate to describe the place as a
blade-working area since this does not imply
the practice of regular or organized stone
knapping.
In the lowest levels of one room on the
south side of the Royal Road at Knossos,
hundreds of tiny chips and flakes of obsidian
were found, which can only be the waste from
an obsidian workshop.
The presence of characteristic debitage,
including small flakes from striking platform
preparation, irregular secondary blades, tertiary
blades with nearly parallel margins, crested
prismatic blades, indicates that blade
manufacture was the major activity. Cores were
evidently brought to the room partially
prepared, though further intervention was
required before blades were produced. Since
only one core fragment was recovered, cores
were either worked until completely exhausted
or removed elsewhere for further use.

blades on the preriphery, corresponds to that of
blades and by-products at Malia.
The deposits at Malia and beside the
Royal Road at Knossos reflect different
formation processes from those that created the
enormous obsidian dump at Phylakopi. We are
dealing with two distinct types of data,
representing two phases of the manufacturing
process: 1) waste found in structures thought to
be workshops and 2) a large specialized dump
containing the rejects from a work site whose
location is unknown61.
Conclusions:
The excavation of the Hatzakis plot has
only been completed in a small part of it and
very little is known about the distribution of
activities and buildings. Nevertheless, it is clear
that there is little variety in the typology,
technology and the raw materials, and there are
no alternations in the pottery and the building
activity. The building remains are dated to
Early Bronze Age I in Lesbos, as known from
phases I-III of the site of Thermi.
The paucity of sherds from domestic
vessels makes it highly unlikely that this is a
dwelling. On the contrary, the existence of 600
flint pieces in the fill and on the floor of the
space is decisive for its characterization as a
place for the exploitation of flint nodules. The
presence of chips with cortex along with halffinished or complete tools, points to the full
gamut of flaking62 and characterizes the space
as a «workshop» in the sense that here one or
more artisans knapped raw material for the
purpose of tool production. Moreover this
specialized use of the space explains the poor
typology and small quantity of the pottery,
since it was not used for permanent residence or
food preparation activities.

The spatial distribution of the obsidian,
described as a concentration of flakes and other
debitage in the central area with most of the

The small extent of the building remains
and the ancient fill, only within a radius of 20 m
from the coast, in conjuction with the poor
quality of the building remains and the pottery,
particularly in comparison with Thermi, also
support the hypothesis that we are outside a

60
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Γερουλάνος 1956, 84; Mylonas 1959, 144; Torrence
1986, 150.

62

Torrence 1986, 153–154.
Kardulias & Runnels 1995, 79.
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settlement or at least on the outskirts of one that
has not yet been discovered63.
Furthermore, because knapping is a
process that produces lots of useless waste, it
took place outside the houses of a settlement.
Correspondingly, the fact that in many
settlements only by-products of retouch or
ready-made tools are found and no raw material
or debitage, alludes to the separation of
production space from use space64.
These artifacts are the products of a
series of human decisions and behavior dealing
with the selection of raw materials,
apportioning of work time, exchange of
services or goods, and many other activities.
This process is related to the study of the raw
material and associated with the circulation of
flint in the permanent settlements on Lesbos as
well as beyond its shores. Such economizing
behavior requires individuals to weigh the costs
of some action against the benefits and to select
the option that maximizes the rewards. The
study of this phenomenon is interesting, both
for its contribution to the history of lithic
technology and for understanding the nature of
the technical innovation or conservatism as a
cultural process.
PANAGIOTA AYGERINOU
XXth Department of Prehistoric and
Classical Antiquities,
Athens -GREECE
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The excavation was completed in the Summer of 1998.
Sections of houses were recovered in the northeastern
part of the plot but nothing in the southwest. We are on
the outskirts of one settlement of the EBA.
Μουνδρέα-Αγραφιώτη 1992, 198; Γερουλάνος 1956,
80 note 80; Ντάρλας 1996, 65; Μουνδρέα-Αγραφιώτη
1996α, 103.
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